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Simple Doc Organizer Free Edition is an Office tool specialized in storing
and indexing your documents into a centralized and secure archive
repository. It able to compile all local and scanned documents and lets
you create tags or labels in order to catalog data. User-friendly layout The
tool delivers a clean and intuitive GUI that gives you quick access to an
Explorer-like layout where your dossiers, folders, searched and flagged
documents are displayed. All your documents and folders are revealed
with the aid of thumbnails in the center of the working environment, while
the Dashboard is designed to offer statistics about the number of all
documents and items imported via Explorer or scanner, total number of
folders/dossiers, as well as repository info (total and free space). Files can
be added in the working environment using the drag-and-drop support or
built-in browse button. In addition, you may import data via your scanner,
choose between several templates, add new files as annex or replace
them, as well as make the application show files as detailed list, icons or
thumbnails. You may also sort items by ID, original date, folder, document
name, description or other criteria, go to the previous or next document
from the archive or jump to the first or last one, and print data or export it
to PDF. Inside of an archive you may store multiple folders and
personalize directories with custom documents. Flags, searches,
encryption, classification and other handy features The application gives
you the possibility to flag each item as urgent, very urgent, approved,
rejected, or for approval. Plus, you can add user-defined flags, perform
searches throughout your files, as well as check out the Recycle Bin for
deleted files. You can password-protect your archive in order to make
sure other users cannot access your private information and classify each
file by providing details about the description, reference, validation date,
document types and tags. Last but not least, the utility allows you to re-
index the content of documents in order to speed up the search process,
optimize the size of the archive, re-index the entire archive, as well as
create a backup of your archive. Configuration settings Simple Doc
Organizer Free Edition helps you to set up a filename mask, select the
TIFF compression, adjust the JPEG quality, encrypt PDF items by setting up
passwords, configure email parameters, specify the input and output
directories, as well as clear temporary application files. Bottom line All in
all, Simple Doc Organ
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Simple Doc Organizer Free Edition is an Office tool specialized in storing
and indexing your documents into a centralized and secure archive
repository. It able to compile all local and scanned documents and lets
you create tags or labels in order to catalog data. User-friendly layout The
tool delivers a clean and intuitive GUI that gives you quick access to an
Explorer-like layout where your dossiers, folders, searched and flagged
documents are displayed. All your documents and folders are revealed
with the aid of thumbnails in the center of the working environment, while
the Dashboard is designed to offer statistics about the number of all
documents and items imported via Explorer or scanner, total number of
folders/dossiers, as well as repository info (total and free space). Files can
be added in the working environment using the drag-and-drop support or
built-in browse button. In addition, you may import data via your scanner,
choose between several templates, add new files as annex or replace
them, as well as make the application show files as detailed list, icons or
thumbnails. You may also sort items by ID, original date, folder, document
name, description or other criteria, go to the previous or next document
from the archive or jump to the first or last one, and print data or export it
to PDF. Inside of an archive you may store multiple folders and
personalize directories with custom documents. Flags, searches,
encryption, classification and other handy features The application gives
you the possibility to flag each item as urgent, very urgent, approved,
rejected, or for approval. Plus, you can add user-defined flags, perform
searches throughout your files, as well as check out the Recycle Bin for
deleted files. You can password-protect your archive in order to make
sure other users cannot access your private information and classify each
file by providing details about the description, reference, validation date,
document types and tags. Last but not least, the utility allows you to re-
index the content of documents in order to speed up the search process,
optimize the size of the archive, re-index the entire archive, as well as
create a backup of your archive. Configuration settings Simple Doc
Organizer Free Edition helps you to set up a filename mask, select the
TIFF compression, adjust the JPEG quality, encrypt PDF items by setting up
passwords, configure email parameters, specify the input and output
directories, as well as clear temporary application files. Bottom line All in
all, Simple Doc b7e8fdf5c8
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Tag Category is a program to collect your data into single document or
set of documents. Tag Category can automatically tag your files on the
basis of their content as well as automatically create you any number of
tags (000) for your set of files based on your criteria. You will have to
create the categories or select the existing categories on this basis of
your files. Tag Category is an advanced set of tool to automatically
organize and categorize your data based on the criteria you provided.
This tool has the ability to tag your files on the basis of the content of the
files. Tag Category is a desktop utility for Windows operating system,
which is designed for everyday use and is very easy to use for non-
technical users. Tag Category is an advanced set of tool to automatically
organize and categorize your data based on the criteria you provided.
This tool has the ability to tag your files on the basis of the content of the
files. Tag Category is a desktop utility for Windows operating system,
which is designed for everyday use and is very easy to use for non-
technical users. REST is a powerful online file repository, archiving tool,
document manager, and a place to keep and organize related
information. It can be used as a central place to access files, assign a task
to other users, and manage documents, among other functions. REST is
designed to help users improve efficiency and accessibility of local and
remote files and data. BrothersoftEditor: Simple Doc Organizer Free
Edition is an Office tool specialized in storing and indexing your
documents into a centralized and secure archive repository. It able to
compile all local and scanned documents and lets you create tags or
labels in order to catalog data. Simple Doc Organizer Free Edition is an
Office tool specialized in storing and indexing your documents into a
centralized and secure archive repository. It able to compile all local and
scanned documents and lets you create tags or labels in order to catalog
data. Simple Doc Organizer Free Edition is an Office tool specialized in
storing and indexing your documents into a centralized and secure
archive repository. It able to compile all local and scanned documents and
lets you create tags or labels in order to catalog data. REST is a powerful
online file repository, archiving tool, document manager, and a place to
keep and organize related information. It can be used as a central place
to access files, assign a task to other users, and manage documents,
among other functions. REST is designed to help users improve efficiency
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and accessibility of

What's New In Simple Doc Organizer Free Edition?

Simple Doc Organizer Pro is an Office tool specialized in storing and
indexing your documents into a centralized and secure archive repository.
It able to compile all local and scanned documents and lets you create
tags or labels in order to catalog data. User-friendly layout The tool
delivers a clean and intuitive GUI that gives you quick access to an
Explorer-like layout where your dossiers, folders, searched and flagged
documents are displayed. All your documents and folders are revealed
with the aid of thumbnails in the center of the working environment, while
the Dashboard is designed to offer statistics about the number of all
documents and items imported via Explorer or scanner, total number of
folders/dossiers, as well as repository info (total and free space). Files can
be added in the working environment using the drag-and-drop support or
built-in browse button. In addition, you may import data via your scanner,
choose between several templates, add new files as annex or replace
them, as well as make the application show files as detailed list, icons or
thumbnails. You may also sort items by ID, original date, folder, document
name, description or other criteria, go to the previous or next document
from the archive or jump to the first or last one, and print data or export it
to PDF. Inside of an archive you may store multiple folders and
personalize directories with custom documents. Flags, searches,
encryption, classification and other handy features The application gives
you the possibility to flag each item as urgent, very urgent, approved,
rejected, or for approval. Plus, you can add user-defined flags, perform
searches throughout your files, as well as check out the Recycle Bin for
deleted files. You can password-protect your archive in order to make
sure other users cannot access your private information and classify each
file by providing details about the description, reference, validation date,
document types and tags. Last but not least, the utility allows you to re-
index the content of documents in order to speed up the search process,
optimize the size of the archive, re-index the entire archive, as well as
create a backup of your archive. Configuration settings Simple Doc
Organizer Pro helps you to set up a filename mask, select the TIFF
compression, adjust the JPEG quality, encrypt PDF items by setting up
passwords, configure email parameters, specify the input and output
directories, as well as clear temporary application files. Bottom line All in
all, Simple Doc Organizer
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System Requirements:

System Requirements for Windows 7 64-bit Minimum Specifications
Windows 7 64-bit (all editions) Requires at least 1 GB of RAM Requires at
least 25 GB of available space on the hard disk A minimum of 4 GB of free
space on the hard disk A minimum of 2 GB of free space on the DVD drive
Microsoft DirectX 9.0 or newer Dolby Digital Audio DirectX® Accelerated
Video is recommended Requires at least.NET Framework 2.0 Microsoft
Silverlight is recommended
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